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Boom! Boom! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

The consumption part of the continuous thousand Zhang palm print is quickly replenished by the wood 

rule, and still flies forward! 

 

Eleven ten thousand Zhang magic mountains were hit, without exception, there was no residue left, as if 

it had never existed in this world, until it hit a beheading beast sealed on the altar, Qianzhang 

Zhanggang stopped a little. 

 

"The devil!" 

 

"I will submit!" 

 

This giant beast, who cut through the difficult situation, struggled all over and watched his flesh and 

blood destroyed by the law of destruction. However, he could not destroy the destructive power on his 

body in any case. Even if he tried his best to destroy it, the law of wood in the palm print would still 

recover part of the power of the law of destruction, until all the power of the law of wood disappeared 

and the power of the law of immortality disappeared The power to attack and kill is the strongest, and 

the power of the laws of destruction will disappear. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

With the wind howling. 

 



The giant beast suddenly burst like pieces, but each piece of debris has scarlet light wave flow. Before 

that, it was still a fragment. After the light wave circulation, it suddenly turned into nothingness! 

 

"Such a blow!" 

 

"If I use my strength, I can kill and kill the bad situation at most if I use the pure palm technique which is 

completely supported by magic Qi and magic power!" 

 

"But it can smash 11 mountains in succession, and kill a giant beast in the middle of adversity!" 

 

"This is the Cang Yan Mie spirit palm. After hitting this palm, the spirit will be crushed and destroyed at 

the first time, and then the body will be destroyed and swallowed up by the law of destruction, and 

there will be no more material left behind!" 

 

The devil emperor's eyes became extremely fierce. After he stopped looking at the giant beast, he 

turned to Ye Chen and asked, "the essence of this palm lies in the combination and combination of the 

five laws. With your current cultivation, I'm afraid you have to go to the Taixu state to display it!" 

 

"But you must remember that you have learned it with one hand!" 

 

"When you step into the Taixu state, fully understand the law and the sense of heaven and earth, and 

then use this palm, it is enough to instantly kill and kill the existence of the early stage of adversity, and 

you don't need to use other forces!" 

 

"Of course, you can try to replace the fire law with a strong flame, or the power will be more powerful!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and said, "I see. Thank you for the three magic tricks." 

 

Three moves! 

 

The first move is thunder sword! 

 



This sword formula has the meaning of thunder. However, ye Chen can use other means to replace the 

law of thunder system to induce the thunder to kill the enemy. 

 

The second move, demon magic pupil, is based on the law of evil Qi and space and the law of 

destruction! 

 

The third move, cangyan mieling palm, is mainly composed of five forces: destruction, indestructibility, 

thunder, wood and fire! 

 

The power of each move is extremely huge. If they cooperate with each other, ye Chen's combat 

effectiveness can be increased several times at most! 

 

He also has the power of green lotus, demon fire, xuanbei, and many roads. Of course, he can make up 

for the gap between the Taixu realms. In fact, his real martial arts are not very elite, mainly relying on 

the suppression of various pure forces! 

 

If these forces can be combined with each other, ye Chen's combat power can even skyrocket ten times. 

 

In addition to his lower realm, all kinds of power systems are far beyond the scope of his own realm! 

 

"I have been taught by the devil these days!" 

 

"I also have some insights!" 

 

Ye Chen seems to understand what, when even to close! 

 

The magic emperor nodded slightly, and the space between waves changed. Ye Chen was already closed 

in a quiet magic palace. 

 

A strong demon came from the sky and fell on the side of the devil emperor. He looked at Ye Chen in the 

magic palace together and sighed with emotion: "master, how do I feel about ye Chen? He should not 

only seal the door!" 



 

The demon emperor smiles. 

 

Along the way, only he knew what ye Chen had experienced. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

"His practice time is too short!" 

 

"His own state of perception is not enough, so even if he has more things, his own realm can not keep 

up with the fighting power." 

 

The devil emperor slowly explained: "this kind of demon talent is extremely rare, and the speed of 

progress is too fast. It is different from those who only improve the realm and do not improve the 

strength. Only a few people have emerged in tens of thousands of years. It is a great luck for us to meet 

one of them." 

 

"Master 

 

"Do you mean ye Chen will soon surpass the difficult situation?" 

 

The strong man of the evil way, who is also the existence of the evil situation, can't help but feel 

astonished at the conjecture of the evil emperor! 

 

However, the devil emperor did not change his look and said, "Ye Chen, such a character, no one can 

limit him! His speed of breaking through the border will be extremely fast. Even in ten years or eight 

years, he will leave us far behind. What we can do is to stand in the same camp with him! " 

 

"Besides, I owe him too much. Without him, I could not have risen again." 

 

Invest in a future Gestalt! 



 

There is no doubt that the speed of the ancients is more than a few years ago, even if it is a few years 

later, the speed of the ancients will not be more than a few years ago!The devil emperor said a few 

words, suddenly thought of something, asked: "let you investigate the whereabouts of the devil, how?" 

 

The strong man nodded: "there is already a whereabouts." 

 

"Good!" 

 

…… 

 

Ten days later! 

 

Ye Chen is in the devil's palace, a burst of light waves, and then the sky thunder convergence, is to cross 

the robbery! 

 

Whoosh! 

 

The sky shaking Qi is like a continuous wave. 

 

A stream of evil spirit emerged from the palace, like waves and tides, constantly beating the surrounding 

space. However, the magic palace was opened and ye Chen stepped out like a demon God. Eighteen 

blood colored halos surrounded his body, and an eye loomed in his eyebrows. 

 

What an eye is that! 

 

Bloodthirsty! 

 

Cold! 

 



The ultimate! 

 

"Eight layers of heaven in fengmenjing!" 

 

"So it's going to be a robbery?" 

 

"Well, it seems that I don't want to see me this day." 

 

Ye Chen has some feelings, he has just broken the boundary to the eight levels of the Fengmen realm, 

has not yet stabilized the realm, this has the sky thunder to come! 

 

Is this a robbery? 

 

It's not too much. I've broken the border, but Tianlei is late? 

 

I haven't heard of Tianlei being late. It's obvious that I don't want to see him this day! 

 

"What about the thunder?" 

 

"It's just that I'll try my best now!" 

 

Ye Chen is fearless. The green lotus sword in his hand shoots out of the sky, and the whole body is filled 

with evil Qi. He forms a respected Magic general and rushes towards the thunder robbery in the sky! 

 

Boom! 

 

Boom! 

 

Dozens of bursts were heard. 



 

Dozens of magic generals in the middle of Taixu state burst into the thunder clouds and burst, but they 

broke many thunder clouds. 

 

However, at the next moment, the sky again emerged several times the previous thunderstorm, the 

thick thunderstorm almost completely blocked the sun, the bloody lightning flashing constantly, each 

lightning has the power to kill the ordinary Taixu eight layer warrior! 

 

Is this a disaster? 

 

No, it should be anger! 

 

The sky feels Ye Chen is too evil and should not exist in the world, so it comes to thunder robbery ahead 

of time and wants to kill Ye Chen! 
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"What thunder robbery!" 

 

"I've torn you up!" 

 

Ye Chen burst out a drink, and the sword of Qinglian mietian stood upright, and a ray of thunder shot 

from the tip of the sword. Instead of breaking the thunder cloud, it mobilized the power of the thunder 

cloud. Behind him, a picture of the starry sky appeared again, just like the real star sky emerged. 

 

Among the starlight, there is a bloody sword! 

 

The blood colored sword, which is thousands of feet in length, draws out thousands of thunder and 

converges into a sword to sacrifice. 

 



In a flash! 

 

The wind is surging! 

 

A sword stabs out, countless thunder lights suddenly rise, showing a scene of desert. It is the thunder 

that dominates the star sword! 

 

The sword skill taught by the devil Emperor himself -- leihuangba star sword! 

 

Ye Chen has already understood the state of Dacheng. Although his power is much weaker than the one 

that the devil emperor played at the beginning! 

 

But this is the result of the seal door! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

The sword light hit the thunder clouds all over the sky, and the lightning suddenly broke apart. The 

pieces of thunder and lightning were surging out, just like the thunder and lightning rain. It was a scene 

of doomsday! 

 

Boom! 

 

The sky seems more angry! 

 

Thunder cloud converges again, because ye Chen is angry, directly sprinkles a thunder net! 

 

There are tens of thousands of thunder and lightning in the thunder net, and the space around Ye Chen 

is completely wrapped. Pang Ran has a look around and there is nothing else except the countless 

thunder lights! 



 

"So!" 

 

"You want to kill me?" 

 

"That's not enough!" With Ye Chen's roar, the blood vessels in his body seem to have changed. A reddish 

luster diffuses out, turning Ye Chen into a reddish red color. A supreme force is vented, just like the 

autumn wind sweeping leaves, directly sweeping away all the thunder around! 

 

"Red dust God pulse, open!" 

 

"Ling Feng Shen Mai, open up!" 

 

The evil emperor is beside, very astonished, looking at Ye Chen in front of you, you are also astonished! 

 

He did not completely calm down, but saw Ye Chen's whole body once again blooming an unparalleled 

whirlwind, forcefully dispersed most of the thunder clouds, and even shattered most of the will 

containing the law of heaven! 

 

"The boy has been shut up for ten days, and that's what he's done?" 

 

The evil emperor was even more shocked. Seeing ye Chen trapped in the thunder net, he didn't expect 

that his two blood forces were fully activated and destroyed most of the thunder clouds in an instant. 

He was extremely shocked. 

 

How many kinds of blood are there? 

 

How come each one is so powerful! 

 

If you open ten, what will it be! 

 



"Ling Feng's blood!" 

 

"Blood of the red dust!" 

 

"Open again!" 

 

Ye Chen finished, and then his eyes turned into ghosts. Suddenly, the devil's eyes in the middle of his 

eyebrows opened again. An invisible force penetrated the space and went straight to thunder clouds! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

A series of explosions emerge! 

 

Thousands of miles of thunder clouds spread in the sky, which are suddenly blasted by the power of the 

devil's eye! 

 

Previously, the use of the magic emperor taught the unique skills - Demon magic pupil! 

 

Ye Chen changed a little and added more powerful destructive power and soul skills. At the moment of 

hitting thunder cloud, a large amount of destructive power contains the ability of two blood vessels, 

directly destroying thunder cloud! 

 

Before that, it was so powerful! 

 

Even the devil emperor could not help but intervene in thunder cloud and thunder robbery! 

 

In an instant, he was blown away by Ye Chen! 

 



Hoo ~ ~ 

 

"it's finally solved!" 

 

"What a ghost thunder cloud!" 

 

Ye Chen looks disdainful, shaking clothes and robes, stained with a lot of dust and ashes! 

 

Suddenly, when he was about to go down, he felt a slight shock in his mind. He seemed to feel 

something. He said to himself, "I left a power of divinity in Lingwu land. Is that power broken?" 

 

"Lingwu mainland has changed?" 

 

"Otherwise, why is the power of my mind broken?" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't stand, so he came to see the devil emperor and said with his fists: "demon emperor, I 

feel that there is something wrong with Lingwu land. I need to go back there!" 

 

"I don't know when I'll see you this time." 

 

"By the way, you have that magic bead, how long will it take to recover to the peak?" 

 

The devil emperor's eyes sank, surging with strong determination, and said: "the magic beads contain 

the power of foreign demons. If you want to absorb them all, it will be half a year or more than a few 

years." 

 

"The heavenly way Palace won't give us too much time." 

 

"So, I'll do it as soon as possible." 

 



"I'll come to you when I'm back to the top or beyond." 

 

"You and I will kill heaven together and kill heaven!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and the whole body was boiling with blood.But he is more worried about the Lingwu 

mainland. 

 

Power of mind! 

 

I only gave it to a few people. 

 

And each person with their own power of mind, are different! 

 

It seems that the power of God's mind in the accident came from Shenhuo college! 

 

His master craftsman, Mr. Wu! 

 

although Mr. Wu has taught him for a few days, ye Chen has always respected him. 

 

He knew that Wu had a special status. He was a gifted craftsman in the kingdom of God, but he did not 

know why he chose to bury his talent in the land of Lingwu. 

 

Is something wrong with Wu? 

 

Think of it! 

 

Ye Chen didn't even have the heart to ask the devil emperor for some unique knowledge, so he wanted 

to rush to Lingwu land! 

 



The devil emperor nodded slightly and said, "you go too slowly. I'll send you there! As it happens, I have 

a special jade card that can enter and exit the kingdom of God and Lingwu. " 

 

After that, he broke through the void with a wave of his hand, and directly built a space channel leading 

to Lingwu land. Then he said, "be careful. It's not a day or two before Tiandao palace wants to kill you. 

After that, I need to close down and use ancient magic beads to restore strength, which will shield all 

the senses. If you have an accident, I may not be able to sense it, more likely not in time Help you 

 

Thank you very much 

 

"I'll be careful!" 

 

Ye Chen clasped his fist in response and stepped directly into the space channel! 

 

The space passage is very stable, mainly because the magic emperor's power is too strong! 

 

Endless turbulence surging! 

 

Not long after, ye Chen came to the Shenhuo college, which was once very familiar with. At the 

moment, there are some cracks on the gate. The original Sacred Fire Totem is a little fragmented. The 

disciples who come and go are more cautious in their steps, and there is no longer the sound of laughing 

and cursing in the past. 

 

"Stop!" 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

A gatekeeper suddenly said. 

 

Ye Chen raised his head, and the gatekeeper's look changed. Seeing ye Chen's appearance again, he was 

excited to the extreme. The visitor was Ye Chen, the world's genius in the land of Lingwu! 

 



Ye Chen is back at last! 

 

He quickly took Ye Chen into the Shenhuo college, and said with emotion: "master ye, I heard that you 

have set foot on the kingdom of God to find the supreme way." 

 

"Why are you back now?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "some induction will come back, how can the atmosphere in the college completely 

changed?" 
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As soon as he said this, the elder closed his mouth and looked a little cloudy, and he did not reply. 

 

Soon, ye Chen followed the elder to find the Dean Ge Qing. 

 

When GE Qing saw Ye Chen, he sighed and said, "Ye Chen, you Why are you back? " 

 

"Dean!" 

 

"Why is the atmosphere of the college wrong, so quiet and solemn?" 

 

Ye Chen inquired. His speed was urgent. He felt a little uneasy in his heart, but he still asked: "how is old 

Wu? Why didn't you see him? " 

 

As soon as this is said. 

 

President Ge Qing looked more sad and said, "Ye Chen Mr. Wu Mr. Wu, he has already driven the crane 

to the West! You should be grieved for it 



 

Before that, the college students did not dare to hold a funeral ceremony. They were very angry with 

the old man, so they didn't dare to scold them! 

 

"Dean, Wu is always my master! Life is not over... " 

 

"Why did you die suddenly?" 

 

Ye Chen's voice is extremely low and his eyes are drooping, just like a male teacher who wakes up. 

 

He suppressed the killing intention and anger in his heart and asked, "is it the force that I offended in 

Lingwu land and dared to move my master after eating ambition leopard?" 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

"I can understand your mood!" 

 

"But don't make trouble. They are the people you can't afford." 

 

President Ge Qing sighed helplessly: "I can't tell you the matter, so as to avoid you causing trouble and 

die young. This is also the wish of old Wu before he died. Mr. Wu hopes you will never know this matter. 

In addition, Mr. Wu asked me to give you something!" 

 

After that, he took a stone from his arms and said, "I don't know what the role of this stone is, but it's 

what old Wu left you. Take it!" 

 

He put the stone in Ye Chen's hand and turned away! 

 

Ye Chen is now in the kingdom of God and is in a period of development. According to Ye Chen's 

temperament, if he knows the inside story, he must be investigated. 

 



So he dare not tell Ye Chen, lest ye Chen go to trouble and die! 

 

That's what he thought. 

 

Ye Chen also did not force, put away that piece of simple stone, turned to leave the Shenhuo academy! 

 

The moment he walked out of the courtyard and prepared to go to the backyard to worship Mr. Wu, he 

met Xia Ruoxue in black. 

 

Xia Ruoxue obviously represents ye chenlai's Shenhuo college. 

 

"Ye Chen You Why are you back! Aren't you in the kingdom of God 

 

Summer if snow eyes tremble, some tears. 

 

The next second, it is a dead embrace Ye Chen. 

 

Although Ye Chen did not go to the kingdom of God for a long time, Xia Ruoxue's thoughts are increasing 

every day! 

 

"If snow! What happened? I felt something wrong in the kingdom of God, and I came back 

 

Ye Chen pauses for a moment and asks, "do you know how my Master Wu died?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue nodded slightly, looked at Ye Chen, hesitated for a long time, and then said: "President Ge 

asked me not to tell you." 

 

"But as your woman, I know you, and I choose to break my oath and tell you." 

 



She sighed and said, "Mr. Wu originally came from the kingdom of God, which is the supreme kingdom 

where you are." 

 

"Old Wu used to be a famous weapon refiner in the kingdom of God. He once refined many holy soldiers 

and ancient utensils." 

 

"But because of some things, I came to Lingwu land and lived in seclusion in Shenhuo Academy. I intend 

to get rid of the gratitude and resentment of the kingdom of God!" 

 

"But a few days ago, old Wu inadvertently refined a special weapon, which is also strange. The news of 

old Wu refining this weapon reached the kingdom of God, and a family named Han family came to the 

kingdom of God. Among them, there was a genius named Han Feng who called himself Han Feng. He 

wanted to let old Wu go to the Han family to refine weapons!" 

 

Xia Ruoxue slowly recalled: "old Wu didn't want to. Han Feng insisted on taking him away. That Han 

Feng was also a young talent. He was actually the peak of the later stage of Taixu state. There should be 

a lot of adventures!" 

 

"In this way, old Wu didn't want to go. Han Feng was very angry and even Torture old Wu! " 

 

"In the eyes of the Han family, it is a great honor for anyone to refine their utensils for the kingdom of 

God." 

 

"But Wu had vowed never to set foot on the kingdom of God again. He would rather die than go." 

 

"After Wu's death, the Han family even controlled Wu's sarcophagus with prohibition, and did not allow 

him to be buried So... " 

 

"Asshole!" Ye Chen burst out his rude words, and his heart was filled with anger and said: "the Han 

family of the kingdom of God? Why have I never heard of it in the kingdom of God? Just, no matter what 

the origin of his Han family is, I Ye Chen wants the whole Han family to be destroyed today, and no 

chicken or dog will be left behind! " 

 



With the roar of Ye Chen comes out! 

 

All the people in Shenhuo college are aware of Ye Chen's powerful Qi, far more than the original young 

Han family! 

 

"This 

 

"This, ye Chen..."A group of deans and elders are still shocked at the same time. 

 

Ye Chen broke the sky and directly carried the sarcophagus of Wu and rushed to the kingdom of God! 

 

As a disciple of shenjizong, he has the right to enter the kingdom of God! 

 

But at the moment, in his heart, what he represents is not God Jizong! 

 

Only one person, Mr. Wu! 

 

Although he only learned how to refine weapons with Wu for a few days, it was one of his most precious 

treasures! 

 

One day as a teacher, life as a father! 

 

"Master, I'm sorry. Today I'll take you to the kingdom of God to avenge yourself!" 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen came out of the empty passage with Wu's coffin on his back and set foot directly on the land of 

the kingdom of God! 

 



The Han family is not a big family, but from Tianji Pavilion you can get the whereabouts of the Han 

family. The Han family is located in Tiankun city! 

 

Ye Chen goes straight to Tiankun city! 

 

Tiankun city! 

 

It's a time to celebrate with lights and decorations. 

 

Today is the day when Han Shantai, the ancestor of the Han family, went out to close the door. The 

existence of the two layers of heaven in the state of adversity created the Han family's famous Tiankun 

city. Tiankun city can only be regarded as one of the ten thousand cities in the kingdom of God. 

However, with the protection of such an ancestor, the disciples of the Han family are extremely 

domineering! 

 

Today! 

 

It's also the time when the ancestors broke the border and went out of the customs. Naturally, they 

wanted to publicize the general situation, and naturally they wanted to hold a banquet! 

 

However, outside the Lord's house of Tiankun City, countless guards of the Han family were wearing red 

and colored, holding red jade cards in their hands. There was a lot of wealth in them. Everyone under 

the command of those who came to participate in the banquet had this thing. 

 

"Welcome the arrival of shenshanmen ancestors!" 

 

"Welcome the arrival of the ancestors of the Lin family!" 

 

"Welcome the arrival of the blood knife sect leader!" 

 

The two boys in front of the gate, while checking the invitation letters of all visitors, yelled loudly to 

highlight the identity and status of the visitors! 



 

All of them came from a school of ancestors, a headmaster, and so on. Naturally, many disciples and 

elders followed. The Han family also specially sent many people to welcome these people to their seats! 
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The Han family lived in Tiankun city. 

 

This city Lord's house occupies one third of the city. It is extremely vast. Today's banquet has 10000 

tables, ranging from one sect of ancestors to one of the sect's masters, down to the experts in the 

world! 

 

Although these people are not powerful in the kingdom of God, they are enough to win the throne in 

this small city of Tiankun. 

 

Ten thousand banquets! 

 

They are divided into three grades: the eldest of each faction, the ancestor of the Han family, and so on. 

 

The second level is the seat for the strong in Taixu. Many elders of the clan and the strong people of the 

lake and lake gather together. The Han family also sends a lot of young men to accompany them. The 

third class is naturally a seat for the martial arts of the gate, which is specially for the younger 

generation of visitors. 

 

At this moment! 

 

Han family in a palace. 

 

A young man hesitated and walked back and forth in the empty hall. He sighed and said, "I originally 

wanted to refine an ancient artifact for my ancestor, but I didn't expect that old guy didn't come. It's 

hateful!" 



 

"Cut the ancient stone!" 

 

"Laozu is to cut off the bad situation, so the Taixu Saint soldiers will not be able to use them!" 

 

"But as the son of Han family, what gift should I give to my ancestor?" 

 

It was Han Feng who, in order to send the gift to his ancestor, originally wanted to get the information 

of the old Wu. He was going to Lingwu to ask him to come over and refine an ancient chopping tool for 

him. 

 

I didn't expect it! 

 

That old guy, he didn't follow? 

 

But I didn't expect that he was hurt. As an artificemaker, his accomplishments were not enough. 

Originally, he just wanted to abuse him and he could almost bring him back. Unexpectedly, the old guy 

couldn't resist fighting! 

 

"Now 

 

"The old man is dead. What should I give this gift?" 

 

Han Feng was a little worried. He had to rely on countless pills to force him to such a state. He could not 

have wanted to go further. But if he could win the favor of his grandfather, maybe he could shorten the 

promotion time with his advice? 

 

"What a pity 

 

"The old man surnamed Wu would rather die than surrender!" 

 



Han Feng couldn't find a suitable gift for his grandfather. 

 

But the banquet will start again! 

 

"Childe 

 

"Let's go out first, young master. You also have an ancient artifact that you got by accident." 

 

"Maybe you will be happy! You don't have to find someone to refine it yourself. " 

 

A Taixu villager on the edge said: "you give this as a gift to my grandfather, which is the best gift you can 

take out under normal circumstances. If you think about it a little, you will know that you are extremely 

attentive and will not treat you badly!" 

 

"I hope so." 

 

"Let's go!" 

 

Han Feng sighed, and then left the hall with his servants, and rushed to the front hall to attend the 

banquet! 

 

He could have come to the front room of the Han family and sat in the first class banquet seat. In front 

of him was Han Shantai, the ancestor of the Han family. Just as everyone was celebrating and preparing 

to raise a toast to celebrate the Han family's ancestor, an explosion came out! 

 

Boom!! 

 

With the sound of loud noise. 

 

However, the door of Han's family was broken. A young man in black came in carrying a sarcophagus. 



 

Young people are full of strong killing intention! 

 

It's so bad! 

 

Obviously not to celebrate birthday! 

 

"Who is this man?" 

 

"How dare you break into the Han family 

 

"What do you mean, boy?" 

 

"Today is my Han family's banquet. What do you mean when you come with a coffin?" 

 

Some strong people of the Han family began to speak, and even the elders of some sects also looked 

puzzled! 

 

However, I saw an elder of the Han family in the later stage of Taixu state. He snorted coldly and said, 

"boy, I'll give you three seconds to kneel down and kowtow to apologize. We'll treat you as if you 

haven't been here. We'll torture you to death at most, and we won't kill you!" 

 

"Kill me?" 

 

"I'm sorry to disappoint you today." 

 

Ye Chen looks ghostly and haunted by the majestic evil spirit. Suddenly, he stabbed with a sword and 

directly smashed the Han family elder who spoke out! 

 

Bang! 



 

Elder of the Han family, in the later stage of Taixu state, the body of the body actually broke into pieces, 

and there was no whole body! 

 

A group of Han family suddenly get up and look at Ye Chen with great vigilance. Unconsciously, they all 

hold the weapons in their waists and want to make a move! 

 

This kid in front of me! 

 

Something's wrong! 

 

Seal the gate of heaven! 

 

How could he strangle the elder Han Nie in the later stage of Taixu! 

 

It's not right. It's very wrong! 

 

"Who is this man in front of you?" 

 

"Of course, there are only eight levels of heaven in fengmenjing, and the battle is at least as high as that 

of Taixu!" 

 

"What a wonderful boy 

 

"Why do you come to the Han family with a coffin on your back?"A lot of ancestors and the head of the 

clan began to whisper, looking at Ye Chen, they were shocked! 

 

It's very easy to die miserably when we seal the gate and fight against the heaven of Taixu. 

Unexpectedly, the young man in front of him killed the elder of Han family in eight layers of Taixu 

kingdom in an instant. It's extremely strange! 

 



"Younger generation!" 

 

"Today is my joy!" 

 

"You must leave as soon as possible." 

 

Some of the master of the Han family couldn't see through Ye Chen. He felt that his fighting power was 

extraordinary. At least, ordinary talents could not be compared with him. There must be strong people 

behind him. He wanted to drive Ye Chen away and avoid provoking him! 

 

Boom!! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly laid down the coffin. The endless air wave directly lifted dozens of Han family warriors 

and completely disrupted the banquet. Countless strong men stood up and glared at Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen, however, glanced at the Han family in front of him with a sinister look and said: "if the Han 

family kills people, they must be killed and destroyed. If you want to die first, you can come here as soon 

as possible!" 

 

"My name is Ye Chen!" 

 

"I once studied in Lingwu land Shenhuo college!" 

 

"However, people of Han family are reckless in Shenhuo Academy. They even killed our division Wu in 

order to refine weapons for your so-called old master. If my division doesn't want to, you will kill my 

division!" 

 

"Now!" 

 

"Here comes Lao Tzu!" 

 



"Master Han, get out of here 

 

With Ye Chen's violent drinking, the powerful spiritual power swept away like a whirlwind. All the strong 

people were shocked and stared at him! 

 

But he said: "kill for your life, call that scum named Han Feng, get out of here for me!" 

 

"Otherwise 

 

"I will destroy your Han family, destroy your ancestral grave, and completely eradicate the people of 

your family!" 

 

As soon as you say that! 

 

Like thunder, the whole hall was at a loss and looked at the people of the Han family one after another! 

 

The master of the Han family looked at his eldest son, Han Feng, with a cold look and said, "Han Feng, 

did you do it?" 

 

"Father 

 

"What did I do?" 

 

"Just a martial arts person in the border area dares to challenge our Han family!" 

 

"I don't want to live!" 

 

Han Feng walked out of the side hall and looked at Ye Chen. With disdain in his haughty eyes, Han Feng 

walked slowly to Ye Chen's body, staring at Ye Chen and laughing: "old Wu? Is that old man your master 
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"Yes, I killed it!" 

 

"Originally, I wanted to ask him to come over and refine an ancient tool for chopping the dead, as a gift 

for my ancestors!" 

 

"But why not?" 

 

He looked helpless. He spread out his hands and said with a smile: "I tortured him for a while. I didn't 

expect that this old guy was injured. His body is so fragile. I just hit the key with 18 palms." 

 

"If you change to a strong man, you won't die!" 

 

"At most the rest of his life is disabled, but I didn't expect that your master is too weak!" 

 

"I'm sorry to have killed your master. I'll give you two hundred sacred stones. Go and bury your master. 

Go away!" 

 

Ye Chen? 

 

What the hell! 

 

What if I killed a man of spirit and martial arts? 

 

I admit it. I've paid you all the funeral expenses. What can you do? 

 

"So Are you not sorry yet? " 

 



Ye Chen is so angry that he draws out the green lotus sword to kill Han Feng. The sword is full of blood. 

One sword splits, and ten swords roar in succession. They are superimposed on each other to form a 

powerful and bloody sword Gang, flying to Han Feng! 

 

"Ungrateful waste!" 

 

"I killed you with my own hands, and you don't want the funeral expenses!" 

 

Han Feng takes out a long gun flashing with gold light from his own space storage ring. After a short 

time, he stabs it out, spills out flames all over the sky, forming a fire dragon, crushing the space along 

the way, sweeping out ten pieces of black space debris. 

 

Peng!! 

 

An explosion came out. 

 

Under the bloody sword Gang, the fire dragon is suddenly cut into two parts. The small half of the sword 

Gang cuts Han Feng and makes him step back dozens of steps. 

 

Han Feng's whole body glitters with luster. After a close look, it is a piece of ancient soft armor. Before 

that, the sword Gang cut the soft armor, but it didn't hurt him, but it also made him very angry. Five 

sharp claws appeared in his left hand, and the golden spear in his right hand. The diameter of the 

weapon was towards Ye Chen! 

 

Bang bang bang! 

 

Click ~ ~ 

 

Click ~ ~ 

 

the sound of road collision is coming out. 

 



The two figures were fighting in the hall, so fast that only the shadow was left. The people could not 

even see their fighting action! 

 

I saw the ripples of figures and Taoism, overturning thousands of banquets completely. Some of the sect 

leaders and ancestors looked at everything in front of them with indifferent expression, without any 

intention of intervening! 

 

Han Shantai, the ancestor of Han family, sighed a little and whispered, "I'm just out of the pass. You've 

played a good play for me!" 

 

He sat on the throne with his hands in his arms, and he didn't want to interfere. He just wanted to see 

what Han Feng and ye Chen could do in front of him! 

 

As the existence of the second layer of heaven! 

 

He felt he had the right to take charge of the whole situation! 

 

Boom!! 

 

Boom! 

 

There were bursts of explosions. 

 

Han Feng burst back like a broken sack. His body fell heavily on the wall. His golden spear was broken 

into three pieces. The gold armor on his chest was also broken. His whole body was covered with blood 

and more than 100 blood holes. He looked very ferocious! 

 

Ye Chen pangran fell down slowly and waved the green lotus sword to Han Feng. He snorted: "how do 

you want to die? Do you have skin cramps and bruises, or will your soul be burned by the sun for 

thousands of years? " 

 

"You have the courage to bear it!" 



 

"I won't let you just die!" 

 

"Ah ha ha ha, kill me? You don't deserve Ye Chen! " Han Feng starts to drink. His hands are in front of his 

chest, and a picture of starlight appears behind his back. His breath suddenly rises and soars. He lifts the 

roof of the main hall directly and comes out of the sky with his feet shining. There is a virtual shadow of 

a dragon around him! 

 

A starlight stone appeared on his chest, and his eyes were cold and sharp. He said, "Ye Chen, ye Chen, 

you let me use the starlight God stone. You should be satisfied because you successfully forced me to 

use the latter hand!" 

 

Starlight God stone! 

 

Originally obtained in the ancient secret place, can enhance my childe's fighting power twice! 

 

This is my son's biggest backhand, which is used to deal with the other princes of the Han family. 

 

But ye Chen! 

 

If you force me to use the starlight God stone, I will not let you die happily! 

 

"Starlight sword!" 

 

"Listen to my call and kill the enemy!" 

 

Han Feng seems to be devoting his life force into the starlight God stone, but he can see that there are 

countless starlight gathered above the stone, condensing a long yellow knife with the size of 100 Zhang, 

full of endless divine power and hegemony! 

 

"It's a starlight sword!" 



 

"Starlight sword made of starlight God stone!" 

 

"Starlight Sabre!" 

 

……………… 

 

When the leaders and elders of all the sects saw all this, they were excited. 

 

Some sect elders sighed: "I thought that no one got the starlight God stone in that secret place a 

hundred years ago, and no one got the starlight stone left by the starlight gate of the ancient sect. I 

didn't expect that master Han Feng got it in advance. If it wasn't for ye Chen, people in the world would 

not know it!"Starlight gate! 

 

Starlight God stone! 

 

A special sect, using starlight stone as a carrier, can absorb the power of starlight or human vitality, thus 

releasing attacks beyond their own realm. This kind of starlight stone originally disappeared with the 

collapse of xingguangmen. One of them finally appeared a hundred years ago, and then disappeared. 

Unexpectedly, it was in the hands of Mr. Han Feng! 

 

"Mr. Han Feng has a star light God stone!" 

 

"It means that he can break out with one and a half step full power strike!" 

 

"In this way, the young man named Ye Chen may be finished!" 

 

A sect elder sighed slightly. It's a pity that ye Chen is such a talented young man to avenge his master. 

Unfortunately, there is no backstage, and there is no treasure. The master has been killed by Han Feng, 

not to mention Ye Chen himself! 

 

As an elder of the sect who came to the banquet, this matter has nothing to do with myself! 



 

Don't worry about it! 

 

This kind of thing happens every day in the kingdom of God. How can I manage it! 

 

To blame, you can only blame Ye Chen's weak strength and want to revenge. He sealed the door of eight 

layers of heaven, but he is still a hundred years old! 

 

It's a real genius, but what a pity! 

 

This elder's mentality is that of almost all the powerful members of the clan who come to the banquet. 

Although he has some pity on Ye Chen, he thinks that ye Chen is a genius. He is a man of eight levels of 

heavenly martial arts in his young age. Taixu is hopeful! 

 

What a pity! 

 

How could he be the opponent of Mr. Han Feng? 

 

Just looking for death! 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

"Do you dare to disturb the banquet of my grandfather when he went out of the pass?" 

 

"I tell you, today, you must die!" 

 

"No, you will die, but you will not die in my hands. I will scrap you and let my fierce animal pet eat you 

alive, feed you to the dog, you son of a bitch!" 

 



Han Feng broke out completely, his black hair fluttered like a madman, and his cheek gradually 

appeared single stripes, which seemed to be a little old! 

 

At the cost of vitality, gather starlight Sabre! 

 

Even if ye Chen is killed, his life will be greatly reduced! 

 

"Just starlight sword!" 

 

"Since you want to die, I will send you on the road!" 

 

Ye Chen looks at everything in front of her eyes, slightly raises her left hand, and her palm is shining with 

blood red luster, which is the green lotus demon fire. 
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For a guy like Han Feng, his cultivation depends entirely on pills, which is not even comparable to the 

provocative laborers killed by shenjizong! 

 

He didn't even have the mind to use the magic emperor's unique knowledge! 

 

Hoo Hoo ~ ~ 

 

Hoo ~ ~ 

 

the blood red green lotus demon fire gradually condensed into a bloody sky knife. 

 

Ye Chen waves down, and the bloody sky knife cuts off, as if to split the whole world. The ripples caused 

by it shatter the space one after another. The breath is like a vast ocean and continuous. Han Feng in 



front of him also splits out the star light magic knife, and the blade cuts across the space, leaving traces 

of black! 

 

Boom!! 

 

The bloody Sky Sword and the star light divine knife collide together. 

 

The latter actually collapses at the speed of astonishment! 

 

A clear sound spread. 

 

The starlight Sabre burst out and turned into countless pieces. Han Feng fell to the ground like a broken 

sack, spurting more blood. 

 

"No way!" 

 

"How could that happen?" 

 

"Young master Han Feng, I'm defeated in the war!" 

 

"Using the starlight, God stone is defeated?" 

 

They are astonished. They look at Ye Chen in horror, and then look at them seriously injured. They 

almost have no strength to stand up. They feel like a dream! 

 

Han Feng is so cultivated! 

 

Use the star light God stone, burst out equivalent to half a step to cut the strong one's full strength! 

 

When dealing with a martial arts man who sealed the door, he was defeated and seriously injured? 



 

What's going on? 

 

How could this happen? 

 

Are we dreaming? 

 

More than a group of people have this idea. Even Han Feng's father, even the contemporary master of 

the Han family, is at a loss. His son can not die even if he fights with half a step. When he deals with a 

sealed door, he is beaten to a paraplegia? 

 

Are you kidding? 

 

Is fengmenjing so powerful? 

 

Is Ye Chen sealing the door? 

 

One side of the people are still in a state of consternation, an original situation of crushing, the results 

were rolled back, normal martial arts are difficult to accept! 

 

Ye Chen is still suspended in the air, the whole body is filled with the smell of blood, 18 blood color halos 

around, like a demon general! 

 

He examined Han Feng, with the tone of judgment, chopped a bloody sky knife, to kill Han Feng! 

 

Bang Bang ~ ~ 

 

Bang ~ ~ 

 

Bang ~ ~ 



 

with the sound of blood sky Dao breaking the space more and more quickly, the blade almost fell on Han 

Feng at the same time. 

 

A force of five elements burst out and directly held the bloody sky sword. 

 

People react to it and are surprised to see that Han Shantai, the ancestor of the Han family, actually 

killed the second layer of the disaster area. 

 

However, Han Shantai raised his hand slightly and held the bloody Tiandao. Then he got up with a look 

of indifference. After sighing, he came out of the sky and came to Ye Chen's body and said, "Ye Chen, 

you are very powerful!" 

 

"Eight layers of heaven in fengmenjing!" 

 

"The generation of my family who have seriously damaged the Taixu realm!" 

 

"You are a genius to cross a great realm to kill enemies. You deserve it!" 

 

"I don't know. Can I have a chat with you?" 

 

He waved Han Feng back to the back of the banquet, as if as an ancestor, top in the front. 

 

Han Shantai sighed and some did not taste. Obviously, his descendants were so incompetent. He was 

also extremely helpless. He said: "little friend, I will give you an account of your master's affairs. But 

today is my banquet. Why don't we discuss it tomorrow?" 

 

"Han Feng is the eldest son of the Han family 

 

"But, Han family will have a new eldest son, he will not exist again!" 

 



"But, on the day of my banquet, if the Han family was beaten up, wouldn't it be shameless? What do 

you think, little friend? " 

 

The implication is! 

 

I know that you have a very high fighting capacity. There may be someone behind you. I am willing to kill 

Han Feng. 

 

However, it can't be today. Today is a big day for the Han family! 

 

Today is my banquet. I can't let you kill or do anything recklessly! 

 

After today, everything is easy to say, my Han family can kill Han Feng, but the face is higher than 

everything else, you have to revenge, can, wait for tomorrow! 

 

"Old man!" 

 

"Your Han family's face is important, but my master is not important?" 

 

"If you Han family killed my master, I'll take revenge. Do you want me to wait for tomorrow?" 

 

Ye Chen looks angry, but he doesn't break out completely. Han Shantai in front of him is cutting off the 

second layer of disaster. He is not necessarily an opponent. But today, he must kill Han Feng and let the 

Han family make this public. He apologizes in public and disbands the family! 

 

Otherwise! 

 

What is Ye Chen? 

 

To be bullied? 



 

Before I came to revenge, why didn't you, the old ancestor, shoot Han Feng?When Lao Tzu shows his 

strong fighting power, I think there may be some backing behind him. You old man, you want to turn big 

things into small things? Laozi tells you, small things turn into big things, big things break up your Han 

family! 

 

I didn't intend to hide my identity! 

 

"Little friend!" 

 

"So you're not going to give up?" Han Shantai looks completely cold down, staring at Ye Chen, like a 

terrifying beast staring at its prey! 

 

"Ye Xiaoyou 

 

"I can warn you!" 

 

"Our Han family is not rootless duckweed. It has existed in the kingdom of God for thousands of years, 

and I have supported the family for thousands of years." 

 

"I don't believe you are so stupid. I also believe that there are not many opponents in the whole city. 

Besides, I have a lot of friends. You are not from a big school, or you have someone behind you. The one 

behind you may have a higher grade than me, but my Han family is not a vain family!" 

 

Han Shantai is very heavy. Instead of direct action, he continues to say: "my Han family has lasted for so 

many years. For nothing else, I look down on a lot of things. It's only this face. I can't get through it." 

 

"Shut up for many years!" 

 

"Little friend, you will come and kill my descendants, and I will lose face with the Han family." 

 

"This is not martial arts." 



 

In a word. 

 

Han Shantai values face and is not willing to deal with this matter today! 

 

After today, everything is easy to say! 

 

"Old thing!" 

 

"Do you know what I hate the most?" 

 

Ye Chen looked cold, and his whole body was filled with cold breath. He said, "I hate my enemy most, 

and I'm at ease. My master was killed by your grandchildren, but you want to be like this. Is the face of 

your Han family more important than my master's life? " 

 

"Old thing!" 

 

"I'll give you a word!" 

 

"Or, kill Han Feng immediately. The whole Han family has been mourning for my master for three years. 

You and the contemporary family of Han family kneel in front of my master's grave as" filial son " 

 

"Either Ye Chen's lips outlined a smile of evil spirit, and the breath of Qinglian mietian sword in his hand 

became more and more violent, "or, I will destroy your Han family!" 

 

Roar ~ ~ ~ 

 

a light wave attacked and killed. 

 



Ye Chen dodged Han Shantai's sword finger attack a little, and then he killed Han Shantai with sharp 

eyes! 

 

This is the first time that he has dealt with such an old man! 
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Bang bang bang! 

 

However, ye Chen was beaten to the ground by Han Shantai with a blow, and his mouth gushed with 

blood. 

 

"Cut off the bad situation, two levels of heaven!" 

 

"See how you deal with Laozi's move!" Ye Chen suddenly drinks, and the sword of Qinglian mietian 

stands upright. The Qi of countless blood demons is gathered around the body of the sword, and a ray of 

thunder is emitted from the tip of the sword! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

Boom! 

 

In a flash, before the cloudless sky, suddenly thunderclouds, a mountain rain to come! 

 

A silver torrent of lightning converges into a silver torrent, which is fed back to the green lotus sky killing 

sword. Behind Ye Chen, a picture of the starry sky appears again, just like the real star sky emerging. The 

stars are shining in the sky and twinkling in the sky. 

 

Among the stars, a huge superstar emerges! 

 



A bloody sword with countless ancient inscriptions is carved on the sword body. A breath of antiquity 

spreads out. The huge bloody sword once again triggers thousands of thunder and gathers to form a 

sword for sacrifice. 

 

In a flash! 

 

The wind is surging! 

 

A sword stabs out, countless thunder light suddenly rises, behind Ye Chen shows a scene of desert, it is 

thunder wasteland dominating star sword! 

 

The sword skill taught by the devil Emperor himself -- leihuangba star sword! 

 

Lei Huang Ba star sword of Dacheng realm integrates the power of various laws, and its power is not 

much weaker than that of the original magic emperor! 

 

With this sword, we can deal with Han Shantai, who has cut the two layers of heaven in adversity! 

 

Ye Chen even burned a few drops of blood essence! 

 

Whoosh! 

 

the wind is howling, the lightning is thundering, and the stars are flashing. The star is in the center, and 

the sword light is soaring to the sky! 

 

One after another, ye Chen is just like a sword God who came out of the ancient star sky, the magic 

sword God. His breath is soaring to the sky and dominates the world! 

 

"Strange image!" 

 

"Sword light, superstar, thunder!" 



 

"What kind of move is this?" 

 

The face of the people was shocked! 

 

Looking at the vision of heaven and earth in front of you, you are totally confused! 

 

Ye Chen's move, the right hand of the ancient stars, thunder, sword light, and blood evil spirit, how does 

Ye Chen completely integrate these things? 

 

"This one!" 

 

"I seem to have seen it in some ancient books?" 

 

"Well, I can't remember!" 

 

Han Shantai looks rigorous, staring at Ye Chen's unique skill in front of him, and feels very surprised. The 

fusion power among them makes him very moved and his hands begin to gather energy! 

 

His hands and palms overflowed with the law of destruction, and behind his back came thunder and 

light. The fusion of the three laws constantly shattered the void, making the place where he was located 

into a void space, even the power of the law of space was absorbed! 

 

"Ye Chen, I want to see how strong you are 

 

"Shock star palm!" 

 

When the voice dropped, Han Shantai played a thousand Zhang Zhang Gang. The Zhang Gang, which 

combined the power of the four laws, had the Qi to destroy the world! 

 



In the collision between Zhanggang and Baxing, countless light waves overflowed and scattered, causing 

the ground to crack greatly. It was like an earthquake with a magnitude of more than ten, and the 

ground was shaken out of dozens of great rift valleys just by the afterwave! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

The sword light hit the Qianzhang Zhanggang, and the thunder and lightning suddenly broke apart. The 

fragments of thunder and lightning surged out, just like thunder and lightning rain. It was a scene of 

doomsday! 

 

Qianzhang zhangzhangzhanggang then smashes Jiangang and directly knocks Ye Chen to the ground! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

"Old things are not weak!" 

 

Ye Chen gets up slowly, and the blood hole in his body heals by himself. However, he is seriously injured 

and his combat power is reduced by more than 30%! 

 

He went directly to the tomb of samsara and said, "masters, please help me!" 

 

"Good boy!" 

 

"Revenge for your master and bravely break into the Han family alone!" 

 

"Yes, I look after you and give you strength!" The tyrant laughed and delivered his power to Ye Chen! 

 

In an instant! 



 

Ye Chen's breath soared again, and a sea of blood gradually emerged behind him. The endless sea of 

blood was continuous. The invisible pressure shocked everyone, giving everyone a feeling that they 

were in purgatory. The murderous spirit and evil spirit were all around! 

 

"This boy!" 

 

"There is a problem." 

 

"I feel familiar with this breath." 

 

"I just can't say it!" 

 

Han Shantai felt the breath of the mad warrior overlord. He was very old. Unfortunately, his cultivation 

was low at that time. How could he contact the characters of the level of the crazy martial overlord? 

However, he was extremely vigilant and gazed at Ye Chen, ready for the battle! 

 

Ye Chen, this boy, has a strong breath!It seems that it is not common to have reached the level of 

chopping adversity! 

 

Breath surge! 

 

From shoulder to shoulder Taixu peak, once crossed to shoulder chopping adversity! 

 

It must be the master behind him who sealed his power into Ye Chen's body, which can burst out at the 

critical moment! 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

"Who is behind you!" 

 



"If you say it's my old friend, I'll give you a break!" 

 

Han Shantai's language has changed a little. He is cutting the two layers of heaven, facing Ye Chen, who 

is comparable to chopping the three or four layers of heaven! 

 

It may not be an opponent! 

 

Cut the bad situation, one level of realm, one layer of heaven! 

 

Even if it's between the two layers of heaven and the third layer of heaven, there is a world of 

difference! 

 

"You don't deserve to know!" 

 

"Now, I want the Han family to disappear!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly drank, and his figure flickered. When they found out, he had come to Han Shantai's 

body! 

 

Han Shan Tai Kan can react to come over, the left hand is in front of the chest, but by Ye Chen one punch 

to roll to fly out! 

 

"What a fast speed!" 

 

"How fast 

 

"Ye Chen, what's going on?" 

 

People are shocked, just saw Han family ancestor, beat Ye Chen! 

 



What happened to Han Jian? 

 

"Grandfather 

 

"Grandfather 

 

A group of Han family warriors, out of the sky, each holding Taixu Shengbing, to help Han Shantai! 

 

Three Taixu peak, two cut a layer of heaven elders, from the sky, each burst out of the hands of ancient 

artifacts, a round of strange images emerge! 

 

"Magic sword!" 

 

"Magic gun!" 

 

"Magic sword!" 

 

With the three drinking God spread out! 

 

Three ancient objects were sacrificed, each flashing a divine light, emerged three thousand feet of magic 

soldiers, Qi Qi killed Ye Chen! 

 

When ye Chen sacrificed his sword, countless sword Qi formed a tornado of sword Qi, which directly 

smashed the three ancient weapons that had been attacked and killed. Then he turned his body to 

twinkle, like a floating light and a flying shadow. In an instant, he came to a senior man! 

 

Bang ~ ~ 

 

an explosion came out! 

 



This elder at the peak of Taixu state was killed by Ye Chen on the spot! 

 

Soon, two successive explosions were heard. The two elders of the Han family who had offered 

sacrifices to the ancient artifacts were all beaten into blood mud by Ye Chen with one sword and one 

punch. They were killed on the spot! 

 

"Asshole!" 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

The only surviving elder of chopping the border of adversity saw the three people die miserably. Their 

eyes were about to crack. They burned their blood essence and killed Ye Chen. 
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…… 

 

Ye Chen's body is faster, like lightning. After passing by the two people, only two explosions are heard. 

The two elders of the state of disaster have been killed in succession. He looks at Han Shantai on the 

ground and asks, "how do you want to die?" 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" 

 

"Dead?" 

 

"What is that?" 

 

Han Shantai broke out completely. He offered an ancient tool to cut off the evil. His breath soared. One 

step forward, he stepped out of thousands of houses. His eyes were blood red, just like a demon king! 

 



"Look!" 

 

"You don't want to choose!" 

 

"Well, I'll choose for you." 

 

Ye Chen's blood demon aura flies out of his body in an instant, and turns into a blood colored halo and 

flies to Han Shantai! 

 

Bang Bang ~ ~ 

 

BAM ~ ~ 

 

along with the sound of clear sound. 

 

Han Shantai was trapped by 18 bloody halos, even if he had fused the ancient artifacts, he had no 

choice. 

 

Ye Chen did not say much. He suddenly raised his right hand and used his spiritual power to bless the 

law of destruction. He sacrificed the green lotus sword for killing the sky. It turned into a streamer that 

penetrated Han Shantai's eyebrows. The power of the law of destruction directly destroyed his spirit. 

 

Boom!! 

 

With a huge noise. 

 

Han Shantai's body falls in Han's home, and the unbelievable look in his eyes is still preserved to death! 

 

In an instant, thousands of Han family's children and clansmen were in a daze. Seeing their ancestors die 

in the family, they felt like the earth was falling apart! 



 

"How could that happen?" 

 

"How could that happen?" 

 

"Grandfather! My grandfather 

 

"Grandfather 

 

A group of Han family people, looking at Han Shantai on the ground, some at a loss, some crazy! 

 

Ye Chen jumps down and grabs the seriously injured Han Feng. After grinding out his soul, he directly 

throws it to Xiao Huang to swallow it up! 

 

He looked at a group of people from the Han family and the leaders and ancestors of various schools 

and said: "from this moment on, I Ye Chen announced that the Han family no longer exists! Those living 

in the Han family should leave the Han family immediately. They are not allowed to take "Han" as their 

surname, or I will kill you! " 

 

the voice of Wu Lingchen's returning home has not been heard for a long time! 

 

"Han family, is this regarded as extinction?" 

 

"It must have been extinguished!" 

 

"Han family, all blame Han Feng that guy, make who not good!" 

 

"It's just to annoy an existence that the Han family can't afford!" 

 



When they came to the Han family, they wanted to have a banquet, but they didn't expect the banquet 

to be finished. Instead, they witnessed the collapse and dissolution of the Han family for thousands of 

years! 

 

Han Shantai, the ancestor of Han family! 

 

Elder of Han family, two of them cut the level of heaven in the state of adversity, and many peaks of 

Taixu state! 

 

All of the above-mentioned strong men were killed by Ye Chen. Even if the Han family did not disband, 

the enemies of the past would attack in groups even if they knew all this. When the Han family did not 

disperse, they would be scattered! 

 

"Mr. Han Feng!" 

 

"Ah, this man who has done harm to others and himself 

 

"Haoduanduanduan wanted to make some ancient tools to cut the enemy. He killed Ye Chen's master, 

an idiot. He not only died, but also destroyed the Han family." A master sighed, shook his head slightly, 

and went back with his present! 

 

Soon! 

 

Many leaders of sects and families went back with their gifts. 

 

From now on! 

 

There is no Han family in this city! 

 

Such a large family, between the collapse of ah! 

 



…… 

 

On the other side of the kingdom of God, the turmoil has not really begun. 

 

Lingwu mainland, at the gate of Shenhuo college, President Ge Qing and others watched Ye Chen who 

came back from tearing up the void with blood stains. They could not help worrying and said, "are you 

ok? Don't take revenge. The Han family is too powerful! " 

 

"The students have destroyed all the important people in the Han family!" 

 

"Han Feng is dead!" 

 

Ye Chen responded faintly. He took down the sarcophagus behind his back and laid it down heavily 

before the tomb. Then he took out Han Feng's head from the small yellow hole and put it in front of the 

tombstone. He knelt in front of the tombstone and said, "master, rest in peace. I have got Han Feng's 

head, and the Han family no longer exists!" 

 

Suddenly! 

 

In an instant! 

 

Everyone in Shenhuo Academy was blindfolded. Looking at Han Feng's head in front of the tombstone, 

they all seemed like in a dream! 

 

Han Feng, a gifted genius who came to our college before, died like this? 

 

Ye Chen's training speed! 

 

It's too fast! 

 

Dozens of minutes later. 



 

Ye Chen's eyes opened abruptly, and an extremely cold voice came from his mind! 

 

"Ye Chen, return to the spirit of Jizong!""You are the one I brought, and I am responsible for you! Not 

tutor Zhang! " 

 

Ye Chen laughs bitterly. He wanted to deal with Wu Lao's affairs and go to xuanyuezong. Now it seems 

that he is in vain. 

 

Tu Lanxin is afraid that he has made a mistake. 

 

Anyway, it's time to go back and deal with the affairs of the magic pool. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, in a temple at the outer gate of shenjizong, there is a place where birds are singing 

and flowers are fragrant, and the scenery is beautiful, just like the fairyland on earth. 

 

This place was originally a place for outside disciples to relax, relax, or comprehend the artistic 

conception. It was called xianxinlin. 

 

But at this time, the so big immortal heart forest is empty, there is only a shadow, sitting in the flowers, 

pouring and drinking, leisurely and contented! 

 

The xianxinlin prepared by this external disciple seems to have been chartered by this young man! 

 

Who can be so arrogant in the God's extreme sect, where there are so many talented people and rich 

children? 

 

This man is slender, clean face, mouth always with a faint smile, eyes look very gentle, but I do not know 

why, when he looks at you, it will let you from the bottom of your heart, a chill! 



 

He is the first person in the outer gate, Qiu Wen! 

 

Qiu Wen is a disciple of Li Zhiqi, the most powerful teacher in shenjizong. His martial arts 

accomplishments are extremely terrible! 

 

According to his strength, Qiu Wen is already qualified to be promoted to the inner door! 

 

But Qiu Wen was not in a hurry! 

 

Li Zhiqi has high hopes for Qiu Wen. He thinks that he may become one of the disciples of zhenzhuan in 

the future! Therefore, in Qiu Wen's body, poured many martial arts resources! 

 

With Li Zhiqi's help, Qiu Wen can't enter the inner door for a while. In fact, it's almost the same. 

 

Therefore, he chose to stay in the outer gate, and the reason why he did not enter the inner gate was 

that his strength was not enough! 

 

He didn't want to give his inner disciples a chance to beat himself! 

 

Moreover, he enjoys the feeling of being the first. If he is in the inner gate, can he make the xianxinlin 

bakery like today? 

 

At this time, at the entrance of xianxinlin, a man with a bright red Rune on his forehead suddenly rushed 

in. 

 

Qiu asked a light glance at him, did not care, still drink. 

 

After all, he has just passed the customs clearance today, so he should drink and relax. 

 



This man, named Zhao Shangzhi, is also the top disciple of the outer gate, ranking 11th! 

 

Zhao Shangzhi soon came to Qiu Wen's side. Without waiting for him to open his mouth, Qiu asked with 

a slightly displeased voice and said, "what's the matter, so flustered? You have affected my good mood 

when I went out to taste this pot of wine. " 

 

On hearing this, Zhao Shangzhi of the outer gate turned pale. He bent down to Qiu Wen in great fear 

and apologized: "I'm very sorry, Mr. Qiu. The reason why I'm so anxious is because I have something 

important to report to you!" 

 

In front of Qiu Wen, one of the top strongmen of the outer gate is like a servant! 

 

Qiu asked the wine in his hand and drank it all at once. This man, a subordinate of his cultivation, said 

that it was almost a servant. 

 

With the help of Qiu Wen, Zhao Shangzhi's strength also improved rapidly. In just a few years, Zhao 

Shangzhi's ranking rose from about 100 to 11! 

 

It can be seen that Qiu Wei's ability in the outer gate is so terrible! It's not too much to say that you can 

control the whole outer door! 

 

Therefore, he was extremely loyal and awed to Qiu Wen. 

 

After carefully savoring the taste of a good wine, Qiu Wencai calmly opened his mouth and said, "say it." 

 

Zhao Shangzhi said in a hurry: "childe Qiu, you don't know a lot about many things during the period of 

closing up. It's said that recently, a servant disciple appeared in our sect. Although his accomplishments 

are only closed, his talent is extremely adverse. Wang Baoquan, the dog we keep in the courtyard, has 

been killed by him!" 
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Qiu asked another glass of wine, indifferent way: "a dead dog just, another one is, this kind of thing, also 

worth disturbing me to drink?" 

 

"I just got out of the customs. I don't want to be disturbed by such trifles." 

 

"No, Mr. Qiu Guang! This guy named Ye Chen is still in the restaurant, stepping on an outside disciple at 

his feet 

 

"What?" Qiu asked frowned and his face became gloomy. 

 

How dare a lowly servant dare to fight with other disciples? Even though the loser is just a waste 

 

But, even if it's waste, it's also the waste of his courtyard! If you want to kill, it's him! How dare the 

scumbag step on his dog? 

 

This is the death penalty. 

 

Qiu asked in the eyes of the cold, gradually solidified, Zhao Shangzhi shoulder a shiver, felt a deadly chill! 

 

He knows, this is Qiu Wen, move kill intention! 

 

In recent years, none of the people who let Qiu ask to kill will survive! 

 

But this is not over. 

 

Zhao Shangzhi continued to ask Qiu, "however, the most unbelievable thing is This man killed yuan Dao, 

a giant spirit sword! Now, ye Chen's name has become more and more divine. Some people even say 

that his strength will surpass you! " 

 



"I'm not as good as a lowly scumbag who has sealed the door?" 

 

Qiu Wen stood up, the smile on his face gradually became obvious, but his eyes were more cold, more 

dare not look directly! 

 

"In that case, Zhao Shangzhi, you can go to the scumbag for me and fight the book." 

 

Zhao Shangzhi's face hesitated to look at Qiu asked, Qiu asked to see, eyebrow tip a pick way: "what 

else, say!" 

 

Zhao Shangzhi said cautiously: "childe Qiu, it is said that ye Chen not only defeated yuan Dao, but also 

lost quickly! It is said that the power of the supernatural is immeasurable, far superior to the state of 

sealing the door. After ye Chen's hand, all the outside disciples on the scene only felt a shiver from their 

souls. 

 

Others, nothing can be felt! Even Some people even say that ye Chen is the reincarnation of the demon 

God and integrates the Supreme God into one body! I tried to collect some information about him. It 

seems that There seems to be a rumor that in the selection contest, it shows the strength of the 

marauding body! " 

 

Qiu asked, without expression, glanced at Zhao Shangzhi and said, "you mean, this young master is not 

as good as him? What is a mere yuan island? If there is no tutor Zhang standing behind him, I just need 

to move my finger to let him die! " 

 

He Qiu Wen did not really put yuan Dao in the eye. To be exact, he did not put any other disciples in his 

eyes. Even Wen Jiu, the second most powerful boxing in the outside world, could easily kill him! 

 

Zhao Shangzhi lowered his head in a hurry and said, "I dare not!" 

 

"But..." Qiu asked his eyes flickering, "Wanjie body? Indeed, we can't be careless. In this way, the 

decisive battle time will be set in seven days. " 

 

Zhao Shangzhi looked at Qiu and asked, "seven days later?" 



 

After seven days, is there any difference? 

 

Qiu asked with a smile: "you know, I never do anything that I can't be sure of. I already feel the silent 

blood in my body. I'm going to wake up! In seven days! " 

 

"You You mean? " Zhao Shangzhi was slightly stunned, and then his face was ecstatic. He said, "Mr. Qiu, 

are you saying that your heavenly blood is finally about to wake up? Ha ha ha ha ha, if you had told me 

earlier, I would not have been so worried. Heaven asks for blood, but it is one of the blood vessels in the 

kingdom of God. 

 

It's said that you can compete with shenti! If you wake up to the blood of heaven, you should be 

invincible to the outside world? No matter how rebellious the boy is, he can only be trampled on by you 

 

The Tianwen clan was a very, very terrible race that prevailed for a long time in ancient times. It is said 

that the ancestor of this race was a mixture of human beings and gods. Although the Tianwen clan 

declined due to an unexplained war, there are still some blood vessels which have been handed down to 

this day. 

 

However, because of intermarriage with various ethnic groups, the purity of blood is not as good as in 

ancient times, so it is very difficult to wake up! 

 

However, once awakened, it will show very, very terrible power! 

 

"But..." Zhao Shangzhi frowned slightly again and said, "childe Qiu, in your capacity, go to give a servant 

a letter of war. Isn't this an insult to you? Or let me find someone to find a way to make a choice with 

him, and then let you do it? " 

 

You are too shallow, Qiu Shang asked 

 

"It's time for me to enter the inner door after I wake up to the Tianwen blood. It's time to build 

momentum and show our strength! Yes, I'm challenging him personally. I've given him enough face. It's 

estimated that many people will notice him, right? Even those who are strong in the inner sect and the 

elders of our God extreme sect will pay attention to them! " 



 

Zhao Shangzhi did not understand: "this is not cheap, this boy?" 

 

Qiu asked his face and said with a sneer, "yes, but when they see this boy completely crushed by my son 

and thoroughly trampled into the dust, will all their attention still be on this boy?""Then! What they see 

is just me! Awakened the heaven to ask the blood of heaven's favorite son! In that case, maybe after I 

enter the inner gate, I will be accepted by the elder as the disciple of zhenzhuan on the spot! " 

 

Zhao Shangzhi said with a flattering smile: "Gao! It's really high! Mr. Qiu, you are not only very talented 

in martial arts, but also brilliant in mind and means! 

 

Even if you have the body of God, what if you are just a porter? What can I do to fight you? He is only 

worthy to be the stepping stone for your fame! I'm going to get ready now 

 

He is Qiu Wen's dogleg. The stronger Qiu Wen is, the greater the benefits he will get! 

 

…… 

 

One day later, ye Chen finally arrived at shenjizong. 

 

And, at the moment, in front of him, stood a beautiful veiled woman. 

 

The woman's whole body exudes the extremely strong prestige! 

 

This woman is Tu Lanxin! 

 

Tu Lan Xin's hands were behind him, and he said faintly, "Ye Chen, do you know what's wrong?" 

 

Ye Chen slightly one Zheng: "do not know." 

 



Tu Lan Xin's eyes flashed a trace of cold: "is it wrong to leave without permission?" 

 

"Is there nothing wrong with killing the Han family?" 

 

"There is nothing wrong with gratitude and resentment greater than the family?" 

 

After three sentences in succession, Tu Lanxin's momentum reached the extreme. 

 

Ye Chen's expression is strange. He never thought Tu Lan Xin knew everything! 

 

Since you know, why don't you attack the Han family yourself! 

 

Or come back? 

 

Is this acquiescence? 

 

At the moment, Tu Ye is very curious! 

 

According to the feeling Tu Lanxin gives him, Tu Lanxin is at least chaotic! 

 

The worst is also the peak! 

 

It's too scary for a woman to be so cultivated. 
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Although Tu Lanxin put pressure on Ye Chen, ye Chen stepped out one step at a time and said, "one day 

I am a teacher and a lifelong father. I will avenge my master. There is nothing wrong with it." 



 

"The road of martial arts is to cultivate the heart, to cultivate the heart without regret!" 

 

"If you insist that I am wrong, I am willing to be punished! But God Jizong is cold to my heart 

 

Words fall. 

 

A brief pause for a few seconds. 

 

Tu Lan Xin waved her sleeve and left. 

 

At the same time, a faint voice came from heaven and earth. 

 

"To wipe out the door in the kingdom of God, we must be clean." 

 

"After you leave the Han family, 37 people want to unite forces against you." 

 

"But I have erased all those who threaten you." 

 

"Martial arts cultivates not only heart, but also heartlessness." 

 

"Next time, I won't deal with this kind of thing for you. I'll take care of myself." 

 

Ye Chen is slightly surprised. 

 

Tu Lanxin even cleaned his ass? 

 

It seems that Tu Lanxin has been paying close attention to his departure. 

 



Why does Tu Lanxin treat himself like this? 

 

Are you really looking at your own strength? 

 

"Well, I won't go into this matter. I'll go to the magic pool tomorrow. If I don't go for a day, I'll feel 

uneasy." 

 

…… 

 

There was no word all night. 

 

At this moment, outside the magic pool, ye Chen and Zhou Yuanxin are already in front of the fog sea. 

Just as he is about to step into the fog sea, a figure suddenly appears in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the figure and saw a white haired, wrinkled face, dark skin and obscure breath. If you 

don't look carefully, you may regard the old man as a piece of wood! 

 

However, ye Chen did not despise the old man at all. 

 

This man is an extremely powerful warrior, and he is not weaker than tutor Zhang, or even stronger than 

him who cuts down the adversity! 

 

If ye Chen guessed right, it should have reached the peak of chopping disaster! 

 

Shenjizong is the first-class sect of the kingdom of God! 

 

So terrible! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, not far away, was shocked! 

 



He knew that there was a legend about the magic pool. In the fog sea of the magic pool, there was an 

old man with extremely terrible strength. This old man was the guard of the magic pool. He did not 

know how many years it had been 

 

But, to be sure, it is at least 10000 years old! 

 

Although this old man has been staying in the fog sea, there are very few disciples who can enter the 

magic pool and can see him. 

 

It is said that in hundreds of years, there may be a person who is destined to meet the old man. 

 

When the old man appeared, he would give advice to his disciples 

 

Those who followed the advice of the old man, without exception, all became inner disciples, even true 

disciples! 

 

And those who ignore the old man's advice 

 

The end, however, is extremely miserable! 

 

Either seriously injured or dead! 

 

Some people say that the old man did not have the heart to advise him when he saw the excellent 

disciples wither away 

 

Any disciple who can show the old man is extremely evil! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin is excited! 

 

The appearance of this old man is enough to prove Ye Chen's talent! 



 

The old man closed his eyes slightly, opened his mouth slowly, and said in a very hoarse voice, "are you 

going to enter the magic pool?" 

 

Ye Chen gave a gift to the old man and said, "good." 

 

If you don't have a chance to speak again, you'll have to wait for a moment. If you don't, you'll be dead 

again 

 

Zhou Yuanxin's face changed. The old man advised Ye Chen to leave? 

 

Although Ye Chen has created countless miracles, Zhou Yuanxin believes in Ye Chen very much, but! This 

mysterious old man, for thousands of years, has never made a mistake! 

 

For a moment, the air in the sea of fog was heavy. 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, but said to the old man with a cool smile: "thank you for your concern, but I 

believe I can." 

 

If you want to go to another dangerous place, you can go there! 

 

In a way, it's more terrible than being watched by the powerful outside! 

 

In fact, the magic pool has been almost deserted recently, because even the zhenzhuan disciples, with 

their physical quality, can withstand the energy explosion of the outer pool, there are few people! 

 

Other disciples, just standing by the pool, have been extremely reluctant, and the so-called magic pool, 

if you do not enter the pool, the effect can be said to be negligible! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin had expectations and fantasies about ye Chen. He thought that with Ye Chen's 

qualification, he might be able to enter the magic pool? 



 

But now, he regrets it! You shouldn't have brought Ye Chen here!When the old mysterious old man 

heard the speech, the wrinkles on his face seemed to be more profound. His tone became colder and 

more severe. He said to Ye Chen: 

 

"young man, I have been young, and I know you are very proud, and I have seen countless monsters like 

you. But, you know, they do not listen to my advice What will happen? 

 

They are either destroyed in the foundation, and then disappear from the people, or disappear directly 

from the world! 

 

You don't really think you're the first person ever? There is no shortage of genius in this world. What is 

lacking is the genius who can survive! Boy, life is gone. No matter how talented you are, it's useless! " 

 

If it was an ordinary disciple, the old man would not say so much. However, from his perspective, we can 

see that ye Chen's quality is extremely against the heaven. Therefore, he cherishes his talents. 

 

If ye Chen still doesn't know what's good or bad, it's really not worth dying. Anyway, such a arrogant and 

boundless guy, even if he doesn't die in the magic pool, he won't live long. 

 

The old man said, although extremely harsh, but ye Chen did not care too much, because he could hear 

that the old man meant well. 

 

Can, ye Chen is again salute way: "elder, younger generation's intention already decided!" 

 

The mysterious old man's white beard moved and glared at Ye Chen. For many years, his mood had not 

fluctuated. But now, he is angry because of this boy! 

 

How can this boy be so stubborn? 

 

However, he did not continue to say anything, but sighed: "do as you can, if you want to live, at most 

one hour, you will come out, that is your limit!" 



 

After that, he disappeared in a flash. 

 

"One hour?" Ye Chen murmured a sentence, then a smile, did not think. 

 

Ye Chen enters the forest. At the moment when he enters the forest, the white light on the token 

flashes, and a part of the contribution points are subtracted. Without taking two steps, ye Chen 

stopped, and his face showed a slight shock. In front of him, a very powerful energy breath came to his 

face. What do you think of this feeling? 


